FIND   OF   COINS   OF   ALLECTUS.	-)5
but the bulk were much corroded. The deposit was about
three feet in the earth,, at the point where the upper
stratum of soil united with the gravel. I examined about
one-third of the whole, and found the reverses to represent
a galley, varying in size, some having five rowers, others
but two; the rig of the craft was also different,—the
small-sized boat having a mast with two stays, the masts
of the larger vessels being furnished with a cross-yard,
and their decks with high prows. The inscription upon
the first was L^TITIA AVG., but VIETVS AVG.
was universal upon the latter; the small size were
the least common. I was aware that this neighbour-
hood had in times past yielded some valuable articles to
the antiquary, and consequently was not* surprised to
find that in addition to the above, and about 500
yards from the spot where the coins were discovered,
some workmen, in making a sewer, came upon a stone
coffin containing a well-preserved skeleton of a female,
which measured about 5 feet 4 inches. The lid of the
coffin projected over its sides, which were 4| inches in
thickness; this projection of the lid had tended to pre-
serve the remains from damp and consequent decay.
The teeth were perfect, and, with the exception of two
which had fallen out of their sockets, were firm in the
jaws. The skull was well-shaped, and doubtless the
owner of it had been a Roman lady »of some consequence,
but I saw nothing with the bones in the way of personal
ornament.
While on the subject of coins of Allectus, I may men-
tion that I have in my collection a coin of that Emperor
which exhibits a hitherto unpublished reverse. The obverse
gives the usual portrait, with the radiated crown, and the
vol. vi. m.s.	s s

